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Solution two:
THE DESIGNER
Kim Hardy is a designer at East Midlands-based Willbond Bathroom Centres, which has four showrooms
across the region. Kim has a keen eye for detail and a particular interest in period properties.

“I

began by designing the ensuite with both bedrooms in
mind,” explains Kim. “I was keen to create a perfect flow
from the main bedroom to the ensuite, ensuring they felt
connected with a theme running throughout. At the same time,
I wanted to fulfil the double bed requirement in the smaller
bedroom, despite losing some space for the new ensuite.
“Conscious of the fact that Ros and Simon would love to include
a bath, I set about creating a dramatic impression as you walk into
the master bedroom. A freestanding Imperial Marriott doubleended bath, painted in Farrow & Ball Drop Cloth, takes centre
stage in front of the large bedroom window, adding glamour to
the suite. I also introduced a chandelier for understated elegance.
Above the fireplace, the large mirror gives the illusion of more
space and the reflection of the light fitting is stunning, while the
cast iron fire insert incorporates Ros’ art tiles.
“With the ensuite being relatively compact, my design
features a ‘wet floor’ shower using Impey Aqua-Dec and tanking
to achieve a seamless result. A concealed Cambridge thermostatic
shower with overhead and hand shower from Imperial plus
a Matki wetroom glass panel complete this compact yet
comfortable shower area.
“A traditional Imperial Astoria basin and chrome stand deliver
the requested classic style, partnered with a modern Bisque Olga
stainless-steel heated towel rail. The Imperial back-to-wall WC
with a concealed Geberit cistern, together with a stylish glosschrome flush plate, sits neatly under newly created built-in shelves,
showcasing Ros and Simon’s art as well as the tiled alcove. This is
also a good way of making the most of space above shoulderheight, which is often overlooked.
“I selected large, square white and grey veined wall tiles –
echoing them on the floor again, to create a more spacious feel.
The ensuite has no door, which helps the room feel more open
and airy, but you could add a sliding door for extra privacy.
In the bedrooms I used a palette of muted greys and blues
with paint and wallpaper, which adds an elegant and
sophisticated touch. The couple can continue this theme
throughout their new master bedroom, creating a beautiful
cohesive look in the upstairs rooms.”
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1 Bath Moving the tub to the
bedroom creates hotel-style luxury.
2 Bathroom style A walk-in shower
makes best use of the space.

2
1 Bath To ensure the couple
had their desired bathtub,
Kim moved it in front of
the bedroom window.
2 Second bedroom Despite
being reduced in size to allow
for the new ensuite, a double
bed still fits.
3 Storage Built-in cupboards
are in keeping with a classic
scheme, while offering the
couple lots of extra storage.

4 Extending the space
The ensuite does not have
a door, in order to make
the suite feel more spacious.
5 Shelving To best use the
space, Kim created open
shelves in a recess left from
the structural changes.
6 Wall colour A soft, natural
colour palette paired
with blue accents creates
a coherent look in all rooms.

3 Second bedroom Although a
considerable amount of space was
stolen for the ensuite, the smaller
bedroom still fits a double bed.

SOURCE BOOK
Willbond Bathroom Centres 01332 388600, willbond.co.uk/bathrooms

THE COSTS
Bath £2900
Shower £1880
Basin and WC £1810
Towel rail, mirror, and accessories £1255
Tiles £1200
Lighting £750
TOTAL £9795
All products available through Willbond Bathroom Centres
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